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User Privacy Protection Based On Road Network
Model for Location Based Services
Qasim Ali Arain, Riaz Ahmed Shaikh, Hina Memon
Abstract—To protect the privacy security in LBS service more
effectively, extend the Anonymous Server based on traditional
LBS system structure, using the fully homomorphic
encryption method to ensure the safety of Anonymous Server
itself, and designed a LBS privacy protection model, the
model uses the onion algorithm and asymmetric encryption
methods to protect users' information. The security analysis
shows that the model can effectively protect the user identity
anonymous, location information and service content in LBS.
Keywords—Location based service, privacy preserving, data
encryption, and anonymous communication

I.

INTRODUCTION

Location Based service refers to cooperate through
mobile terminals and network to determine the actual
location of the mobile user and provides mobile
applications with location information’s, so can achieve
various Services related to the user's Location[1]. The
existing LBS service system consists of three parts:
basic user terminal, Anonymous Server and LBS
Server. However, the existing research is based on the
hypothesis that the anonymous device is safe and
reliable, and the reliability of the anonymous apparatus
at present has not been proved. Second, the LBS
awareness data within IoT(Internet of Things) space is
very complicated, For example, one user’s information
may contain identity information, motion trail,
behaviors and living habits and so on, compared with
the LBS system based on Internet, the LBS system
within IoT space is facing more serious privacy issues.
To solve above problems, the researchers have put
forwarded many relevant solutions [2].
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Mobile telecommunication is experiencing a
tremendous revolution that will change the world.
Mobile telecommunication network will be everywhere
in such a way that computing will migrate from the
traditional desktop towards consumer-oriented
computing using smart wireless personal multimedia
devices that will communicate with each other. Mobile
telecommunication services have been available since
the early 1960s and its diffusion was affected by
technological innovations such as transition from
analogue to digital technology, competition within the
industry, spectrum licensing and the harmonization to
common technical standards .The system creatively
uses Android mobile development technology based on
the research of existing products on the market.
Android phones have universality, flexible humanmachine interaction, multiple network connection mode
(GPRS / 3G / WiFi) and powerful data processing
capabilities. Making full use of the mobile phone
resources in the data acquisition system of agriculture
can reduce system costs (such as eliminating the need
for the LCD display module of system), which can also
provide users with a convenient touch-screen operation
and graceful and varied data display mode, settings of
system state of itself at any moment, and views of
current and historical collected data [3-5].
In addition, the system and fixed agriculture
microclimate data acquisition system can also work
together in a complementary way to make up for its
defects of the expensive way to ensure good coverage
for data collection areas. This makes the product much
improved and perfected with the improvement in cost,
power consumption, operability, system scalability.
[6]Proposed a role-based access Mix-zone privacy
security model, its main idea was through the
information block storage and encryption authentication
to prevent malicious scanning and tracking of location
based services. Secure Multi-Marty Population to
protect the privacy of IoT environment security. The
safe and efficient scheme that uses fuzzy key word to
query, the scheme implemented the mien data fuzzy
keywords query, while maintaining the confidentiality
of the query keywords. Paper proposed a Dissolver
system that can realize the cloud data privacy protection
and destruction control, the data stored in the Cloud
Corner in the form of a cipher text, so that private data
won't be attack and leaked in the form of plaintext
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throughout its life cycle. [7-8]. Presented a Group of
forward agent model to protect the privacy of LBS
position, its basic idea was to cut off the correlation
between location service request commands and users’
identity information [9].
Despite of several great advantages, VANETs also
face some challenges in security and privacy. The open
essence of wire-less communications and faster
mobility of the vehicles in the network puts the security
and privacy of the vehicles to a stake. The messages
transmitted by the vehicles can be easily eavesdropped
by anyone within the network. These messages can then
be used by the adversaries to trace the location of the
vehicles and the adversaries can easily spy on the
people in the network [10-12].Location privacy is one
of the major concerns in the field of VANETs. It is
basically related to protecting ones real identity and
location information. Adversaries should be fended off
from recognizing the real identity of the driver and the
specific location of that vehicle. One possible solution
to provide location privacy to the vehicles in VANETs
is the pseudonym scheme [13-17].
II. ROAD NETWORK MESSAGE
BROADCASTING SERVICES
Existing LBS system is mostly based on a central
server, which is based on Anonymous Server, and the
existing research is under the assumption that
Anonymous Server itself is reliable; however, there is
no authority certificate to prove the reliability of the
Anonymous Server. Once the anonymous device is
attacked successfully, the user's privacy will get a
serious threat. Therefore, extending the Anonymous
Server in LBS system and make it safe and reliable is
our first-line work [8].
LBS system structure based on extended Anonymous
Server as shown in Figure 1, it includes the mobile user
terminals, the extended Anonymous Server and a LBS
Service Provider. Its process is: users sent its position
information,
query
information
and
privacy
requirements k to the Anonymous Server; Anonymous
Server according to the requirements of users' privacy k
to extend the user's precise location to be a anonymous
area including other k-1 the users; then sent the region
and the user's query request to LBS Service Provider,
after get the result set, Anonymous Server according to
the location of the users to calculate the accurate results
meeting the demand of users queries from the result set
and then return the query to user. The expanding
anonymous device structure includes Anonymous
Computing Center, Encryption Center, Knowledge
Base, and Query Result Refine Processor.

III.

ROAD NETWORK MODEL BASED ON
USERPRIVACY PROTECTION

After Anonymous Computing Center getting the
anonymous area, it will store the anonymous
information in the Knowledge Base, and then sent to the
LBS server. LBS server include the sender and the
receiver, as shown in Figure 2.What Anonymity Server
sent to the LBS server are anonymity area and user's
service requests, does not contain user's personal
information and location information, therefore,
transmission between LBS server does not need to use
complex data encryption algorithm. Having studied the
existing literature and algorithm, the transmission
between LBS server is proposed to use the anonymous
communication technologies.
Anonymous communication hide the information
receiver and the sender's network address,
communication relations, identification and other
sensitive information in network communications, thus
the eavesdropper cannot directly obtain or infer position
information, identity information and communication
information of both communication sides, thus can
realize information sender anonymous, information
receiver
anonymity,
communication
relations
anonymous
between
entities,
location
anonymous(inability to identify the location of the
information sender and the receiver, mobile
information, route information and topology
information), etc., so as to realize the data transmission
and the safety of the classified data communication
privacy protection.
a.Vehicle terminal function module
Vehicle terminal APP chooses ecplise4.3 as
development environment and SQLite as database to
storage and read data from the terminal. The main
implement of road network for LBSs exchanging the
information packaged and verified in accordance with
the protocol with the data collection terminal via
Bluetooth ; uploading the data via GRPS; storing data
in SQLite databases; displaying data.
b. Data exchange
Establishing communication between vehicles
and data collection terminal modules via Bluetooth .The
specific procedure is to acquire the local Bluetooth
device, find the remote device, pair and connect. After
that, you can perform data communication and
processing. Data processing mainly refers to the
analysis, extraction and repacking for the accepted
"parameter frame" collected from terminal

Fig.1 (a) broadcasting message within city area (b)
Highway area broadcasting messages
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Figure.2: Road network User Privacy Protection
Model
The existing anonymous communication algorithm
mainly includes the MIX, Onion Routing algorithm
flooding algorithm etc. The Onion Routing algorithm is
used to pay attention to the real-time data
communication and the effectiveness and practicability
of the anonymous system, this conformed the
requirement of LBS server communication, therefore,
this model based on the algorithm to realize the
communication of sensory data and location
information. Onion routing is based on the channel to
realize the data message transmission, so we need
multiple nodes to establish channel, subsequent data
transmitted through the channel in turn. The LBS
privacy protection model using Onion Routing
algorithm needs three phases: establish a channel,
packet generation and transfer, release the channel. LBS
security model are shown in Figure 3 below.

decryption of the message Q and encrypts anonymous
communication nodes by the private key.
2) Packet generation and transmission: the first packet
needs to establish a secure communication channel and
the subsequent packets just need to along the channel to
transmit, the last packet need to release the channel.
Before sending, packets need to get the next jump
through node's public key PK. For example, node A
sends a packet Q to node B. well first, using the public
key PB generate by node B to encrypt Q into Q ' at the
same time save the PB; then sending Q’ to B, after
receiving Q’, B will use its own public key SB to
decode Q’into Q, and then continue to use the public
key PC generate by node C to encrypt Q and then sent
to C, and so on. Node A keeps a counter k to record the
number of packets.
3) Release the communication channel: When counter
k to the last packet, node A will send out the last packet
at the same time reset k=0 and delete the PB. Also, after
send the last packet, node B and C will delete the
private key it has kept.
Communication processes between different nodes is
shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure.4:

Figure.3: LBS privacy security model
1) The establishment of the communication channel:
the establishment of channel needs at least three nodes.
Assume that there are four nodes A, B, C, D. With B
and C as intermediate proxy node need to use the
anonymous agent, node A sends the message, node D
receives the message. Nodes A, D according to the
routing information get the information of next
communication nodes, thus creating a self-anonymous
communication link. Each intermediate node is
responsible for the asymmetric encryption and
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Encryption process of the anonymous
communications

According to Figure 3 and Figure 4 we can know,
using anonymous communication mechanism between
LBS servers, asymmetric encryption mechanism
between different nodes data transmission, dual
mechanism insure the security of user's information
between LBS servers transmission. As a result, after
expanded anonymous server and LBS security model
the service request arrive service provider, thus ensure
the user's information will not be tampered or leak.
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
a.

Equation of state for position targeting

The section headings are in boldface capital and
lowercase letters. Second level headings are typed as
part of the succeeding paragraph (like the subsection
heading of this paragraph). In transfer alignment,
because the master inertial navigation system precision
than the sub inertial navigation system is several orders
of magnitude higher, the master INS is as a reference,
the calculated navigation coordinate system can be
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considered true navigation coordinate system.
Navigation coordinate n is regarded as the East - North
- Up geography coordinate system. n  Represents the
SINS navigation coordinate calculation. Represents the
inertial coordinate system, represents the carrier
coordinates. The error state equation is derived as
follows:

Here is device error equation.
The main error of gyro and accelerometer can be
divided into constant error and random walk error. We

 d is gyro constant error,
 w is gyro random walk error, d is the constant error

set the symbols as follows,

 w and is random walk error of
w , w represent different standard
accelerometer.
of accelerometer,

First velocity error equations.
Inertial
V n  f

n

navigation

basic

 2 ( ie   en )  V

n

 g

equation,

n

(1)

ie
In the formula,
is the earth rotation angular

velocity, en is navigation system angular velocity
n
relative to the earth. f
Is a projection of the
n
accelerometer output is in the navigation system. V Is
n
navigation system of the line speed? g Is a projection

of acceleration of gravity in the navigation system?
By using the variation method, we calculate the
formula,
 n  f n  2(   )  V n  2(   )  V n  g n
V
ie
en
ie
en
(2)

 n Stands for the sub inertial navigation computing

n
platform misalignment angles. f Is the actual
accelerometer output. The projection of accelerometer
n
n
measurement error in navigation system is  , g

=0(As the chariot moves on the ground, the errors can
be ignored). Formula of (3) is brought into the formula
of (2). We get the formula of (4).
f n  f n   f n
(3)
 n  f n  n  2(   ) V n  2(   ) V n  n
V
ie
en
ie
en

(4)
Then the attitude error equation. The attitude
n
calculation matrix of sub inertial navigation is Cb , the
attitude calculation matrix of main inertial navigation is
Cbn
. Their relationships are as follows.
C bn   C nn C bn

(5)

n
In the formula (5), C n is a mathematical strap down
platform alignment error. In the small misalignment
n
angles case, C n can be expressed as formula (6)

Cnn

 1

 I       z
 y

n

z
1
 x

y 

x 
1 

(6)

  
In the formula (6), x , y , z respectively stand as
three misalignment angles in directions of north, east,
up.
inn  Cnninn   n  inn   n  inn   n
(7)
n
formula  in

 ien

n
  en


We write a
,  is the
equivalent gyro drift in the navigation system. After
simplification, omitting the two order terms, we get the
attitude error formula (8).
 n   inn   n   inn   n
(8)
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deviation of white noise. The accelerometer and gyro
error equations are as follows.

 
 
 w

d
w


(9)

  d  w  w

(10)
Integrating the above error equation, we get the state
equations of transfer alignment.

X  FX  W

(11)
Due to the chariot as the research object, in the
establishment of the state equation, we think that the
vertical channel speed is always zero; we don't consider
the effect of vertical channel. L Stands for the
geographic latitude, where is the carrier in. 

R
represents the longitude. h Represents the height， e
stands for the earth radius 6378245m，e represents the
earth elasticity 1/298.3. R  R /(1  e sin L) ，this represents
the local prime vertical plane curvature radius.
R  R /(1  2e  3e sin L ) ,
this indicates that the main
curvature radius, it with the prime plane vertical.
C bn （ Tij）3 3
, Each part of equation of state are as follows:
2
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T12 0 0 0


T22 0 0 0



0 T11 T12 T13
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0 T31 T32 T33


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

w y

(13)

T

w z 

(14)
In W, during the simulation, each element can be regarded
as zero mean white noise.
a.

n

 Vxn ,

The measurement
alignment:

equation

of

transfer

 V yn

represent the main, sub ins level speed
difference,  ,  ,  represent the roll angle, pitch
angle and yaw angle difference. Transfer alignment
measurement equation as follows:
Z  H X  V
(15)
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In the formula, we
representation formula.

use

the

Z    V xn



  

 V yn



measured

element

T

(16)

The observation matrix
1
0


0
H 

0


0


0

0

0

1

0

0

T22

T12

1  T322

1  T322

0

T21T33  T31T23
T312  T332

T13T31  T11T33
T312  T332

0

T12T32
T122  T222

T22T32
T122  T222

0

The observation noise,
V  [Vvx Vvy V x V y

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 0


1 0 0 0 0 0


(17)

V z ]T

(18)
During the simulation, each element can be regarded as
zero mean white noise.
b.

Calman filtering algorithm:

We use the method of discretization to process the state
equation and measurement equation.
X k   k , k 1 X k 1   k 1W k 1
(19)
Z k  H k X k  Vk
(20)
In the above formula, Xk represents the system state
vector,  k ,k 1 represents the system transfer matrix,  k 1
represents the system noise matrix, Wk 1 represents a
discrete system white noise with zero mean, Zk is a
measurement vector, Hk is a measurement matrix, Vk is a
discrete zero mean white measurement noise vector. Xk,
Wk-1, Vk they are not related.
Put the following basic equation to represent the
discretization Calman filter.
The state estimation equation of prediction is as follows.

Xˆ k / k 1   k , k 1 Xˆ k 1

(21)
Variance prediction equation is as follows.
Pk / k -1   k ,k -1 Pk -1Tk ,k 1   k 1Qk 1Tk 1
(22)
State estimate update equation is as follows.

Xˆ k  Xˆ k / k 1  K k ( Z k  H k Xˆ k / k 1 ) (23)

Processor will send an authentication to the Knowledge
Base, only this authentication is effective, the
Knowledge Base decrypt Q’ with its private key SK and
send it to Refine Processor to screen correct results.
Therefore, the requests information, including user's
location information and status information are
effectively protection in Anonymous Server, thus
avoiding leaking users' information because of
Anonymous Server be attacked.
In LBS server's internal, we use Onion Routing
algorithm, the package information use each forwarding
node's public key to encrypt and decrypting turn until
the request data arrive the target client, any
communication nodes does not know the true identity
information of message sender and the receiver, thus
can guarantee the security of both identity information
and location privacy, and also ensure the security of
location information, identity information and other
data in transmission and storage phase.
By extending the Anonymous Server and LBS server
double safeguard, the user's identity, location
information and service content have been effectively
protected during the service request process, so as to
avoid its privacy leak.
VI.

Analyzing the problems of existing LBS service
framework, using encryption algorithm extends the
traditional Anonymous Server to ensure its own
security, at the same time, using anonymous
communication to design LBS privacy protection model
based on expanded Anonymous Server, this model can
effectively protect the safety of users' privacy in LBS
service. The next step in the research work is mainly
prototype design and implementation of the privacy
security model, and to verify the effectiveness and
practicability of the model through the experiment, at
the same time, to expand the model to the more
complex Internet of Things environment and make it
has a wider range of application.
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